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A) Fill in the blanks with the words from the box: /4

1. Their first attempt to climb Sabalan ended in -----------.
2. Parnia never -------------------- her toys with her cousins.
3. To be grateful for = --------------------

4. The people of about the same age within a society is a-----.
5. This monolingual dictionary has about 50,000 ---------------.
6. What does B.C. ------------------------.?
7. The building is a ------------------------ of new and old styles.
8. something that stands for something else is a ---------.-

C) Fill in the blanks with a correctt word of your own: /2

1.My grandfather feeds the -------------- in the park
every morning.
2.My uncle went to his son and ---------------- him.

3. A book in which you record your thoughts or
feelings or what has happened every day is a ----------.
4. A ---------------. is two or more words that often go
together.
D) Choose the best answer: /2

1. The Writer’s ------ explains the organization of the book.
a) issue b) dedication c) attempt d) introduction

2. Helping others --------- blood pressure.
a) lowers b) defines c) contains d) boosts

3. Modern cars --------- people to travel faster and
save time.
a) able b) enable c) unable d) disabled

4. She couldn’t ------------ him because he broke his
mom’s decorative watch.
a) imagine b) forgive c) spare d) encourage

E) Unscramble the sentences below: /2
1. studies / Mary / but / she / cannot / the exam / pass / a lot

...

2. the keys / yesterday / lost / which / found / I / I ?
...

G) Write or choose the correct form of the words below: /6
1. The mechanic had an accident.(who) He is very skillful.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Penicillin ----------(discover) by Alexander Fleming

I ------------ (use) an online dictionary.

3. A time machine ---------------- (not invent) yet.

4. The robber ------------------ by the police last week.(find)

5. Kate forgot to feed the chickens,----------------------?(tag)

6. Persian ------------in Iran, Tajikstan and Afghanistan.
a) speaks b) is speaking c) is spoken d) spoke

7. The robber ----------- Jack’s money in the train.

a) steal b) stealing c) is stolen d) stole

F) Match the two parts of the sentences: /2

1. What is a learner’s dictionary? (---------)
2. What type do you suggest? (------------)
3. Do I need a small size one? (----------)
4. Do you come to the gym with us Mina?(----------)

a. Yes, a pocket dictionary.
b. I don’t think so.
c. It is designed for foreign students.
d. I hope not.
e. I suppose a monolingual dictionary is more suitable.

Reading: /2

When using a dictionary, one has to be careful to
choose the right meaning. A word like ‘right’ has
several meanings in English, for example, ‘correct’ and
‘the opposite of left’. A word like ‘present’ may be used
as an adjective, meaning ‘not absent’, as a noun,
meaning ‘gift’ or as a verb, meaning ‘give’. A good
dictionary lists all the meanings of words to help
people find the meaning that they look for. A complete
dictionary also tells you about the origin of words, for
example, the words like ‘pajamas’, ‘bazaar’ and
‘paradise’ entered English from Persian.

1. A good dictionary gives --------- meanings of a word.
a) all b) some c) important d) one

2. The word paradise comes from Latin.
A) True B) False

3.How many meanings of the word present is
mentioned here?

...
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